Gamma frequency oscillations have been proposed to contribute to memory formation and 
45 Among the rhythmic firing patterns observed in brain 46 networks, gamma oscillations are generated by a specific 47 class of inhibitory neurons with robust interconnectivity 48 through fast GABA synapses. Recently, we identified the 49 presence of a tonic, slow form of GABA currents in these 50 neurons and showed that experimentally induced seizures 51 increase the magnitude of tonic GABA currents and (Wang and Buzsaki, 1996) . 128 Subsequently, studies in networks of generic single compart-129 ment models of fast-spiking neurons connected to a biologi-the synapse can activate extrasynaptic GABA A Rs and lead 155 to prolonged GABAergic inhibition (Wei et al., 2003;  156 Santhakumar et al., 2006) and slow spillover synaptic cur-177 currents may impact generation of oscillations in FS-BC net-178 works is currently unknown. Second, we found that the re-179 versal potential for GABA currents (E GABA ) in FS-BCs is 180 significantly depolarized following experimental status epi-181 lepticus . Curiously, apart from the kinetics 182 of synaptic inhibition, the presence of shunting rather than 183 hyperpolarizing reversal potential of synaptic GABA cur-184 rents has also been shown to increase the frequency and 185 reduce coherence of oscillations in homogeneous interneuro-186 nal networks . Alterations in the frequency 187 of network oscillations can be of clinical significance, since 188 oscillations over a frequency of 100 Hz, in the range of high 189 gamma and high frequency oscillations, can be associated 190 with epileptic foci in the hippocampus and cortex (Bragin 191 (Rossi and 358 Hamann, 1998). When "baseline" tonic GABA was set to 359 2 ls, to simulate the tonic GABA current levels measured 360 from FS-BCs in control rats not subject to pilocarpine-361 induced status epilepticus , peak conductance 362 of the spillover g GABA-extra were set to 1.25 ps for the first 363 spillover synapse and 0.125 ps for the second spillover syn-364 apse to simulate the reduction in GABA levels as one moved 365 away from the primary synapse. In simulations examining the 366 effect of increasing tonic GABA currents, the peak conduct-367 ance of the spillover g GABA-extra was correspondingly 368 increased by a factor reflecting the degree of enhancement of 369 baseline extrasynaptic GABA currents (ratio of baseline 370 g GABA-extra in a given simulation in ls/cm 2 to baseline 371 g GABA-extra of 2 ls/cm 2 ) as detailed previously (Yu et al., 372 2013). For example when baseline g GABA-extra was 4 and 6 ls, 373 two and three times the control level of 2 ls, the peak 374 g GABA-extra of the first spillover synapse was set to 2.5 ps and 375 3.75 ps, respectively. Similarly, since spillover spread would 376 occur over an area, the second spillover synapse was set to 377 0.5 ps (2 2 *0.125 ps) and 1.125 (3 2 *0.125 ps), respectively.
378
Networks were activated either by somatic current injec-379 tions or by excitatory dendritic synaptic inputs. In simula-380 tions where the network response to dendritic synaptic inputs 381 and somatic current injections were compared (Fig. 3) , the 382 somatic current injection was set to 600 pA, so that both den-383 dritic synaptic inputs and somatic current injections result in 384 similar average FS-BC frequency in an unconnected net-385 work, defined as a network without inhibitory synapses or 386 gap junctions. In networks activated by somatic current 387 injections, the mean somatic current injection was systemati-388 cally varied between 300 and 700 pA. Heterogeneity in Data from networks activated by somatic current injections show the effect of including distance dependent axonal conduction delay and gap junctions (GJ) on the average FS-BC frequency (e) and coherence (f). Legend in (e) applies to (e) and (f). Data are presented as mean 6 s.e.m of 3 independent runs. 400 0.1% heterogeneity yielded 34.3% and 10.8% heterogeneity 401 in FS-BC firing frequency in unconnected networks when the 402 mean current injections were 300 pA and 700 pA, respec-403 tively. Similarly, mean somatic current injections of 300 pA 404 and 700 pA at 0.5% heterogeneity resulted in 186.4% and 405 54.6% heterogeneity, respectively, in FS-BC firing in the 406 unconnected network. Given the low input resistance of bio-407 logically based FS-BCs, when the heterogeneity of somatic 408 current injections was increased to and beyond 0.5%, a con-409 siderable number of FS-BCs received somatic current injec-410 tions less than the firing threshold and failed to fire even once 411 throughout the entire period of the simulations. When E GABA 412 was À74 mV, heterogeneity of 0.5% rendered over 12% and 413 50% of FS-BCs completely inactive when the mean somatic 414 current injection was 700 and 300 pA, respectively. 415 Therefore, heterogeneities over 0.5%, which would lead to 416 inactivation of over 50% of FS-BCs within the range of so-417 matic current injections under study, were not examined. Average FS-BC frequency was quantified as the average 440 of the reciprocal of inter-spike intervals during 200-500 ms 441 of the simulation after establishment of stable network firing 442 patterns. Spike-time histograms were developed with bin 443 width of 1 ms and used to generate corresponding frequency 444 power spectra. Network frequency was defined as the fre-445 quency at the strongest peak power. Throughout the rest of 446 the manuscript, we will refer to frequency calculated based 447 on individual cell inter-spike intervals as "average FS-BC 448 frequency" and the frequency determined from the spike-449 time histogram as "network frequency." Two measures were 450 used to quantify population coherence during 200-500 ms of 451 the simulation time. In the Wang-Buzsaki method, action 452 potential patterns were represented in a binary format (with 453 0 when no action potential occurred and 1 if action potentials 454 were generated in a given time interval). To account for dif-455 ferences in firing frequency, the time interval for the calcula-456 tion of coherence was set to 0.2/f, where f is the average were used to analyze data as appropriate (SigmaPlot 12). 498 Significance was set at p < 0.05. 499 
RESULTS

500
The motivation for the current study stems from our 501 recent experimental findings identifying that dentate FS-BCs 502 express tonic, extrasynaptic GABA currents 503 in addition to the classic synaptic GABA currents. 504 Moreover, our studies demonstrated that one week after ex- Networks were activated by a mean somatic current injection of 600 pA with 0.1% heterogeneity, the start time of which was randomly varied between À20 and 50 ms in each cell. Spike rasters in networks simulated with an extrasynaptic GABA conductance of 0 ls/cm 2 (a), 2 ls/cm 2 (b), and 10 ls/cm 2 (c) are illustrated. Corresponding spike-time histograms (bottom panels) show the coherent activity. Insets in bottom panels of (a)-(c) show corresponding frequency power plots. X-axis label in bottom panel applies to both top and bottom panels. (d) and (e). 3D mesh plot of the average FS-BC frequency (d) and global coherence (e) of FS-BC networks. The mean somatic current injection used to activate the network was systematically varied between 300 and 700 pA with 0.1% heterogeneity (Somatic I inj ). Plot shows that effect of increasing tonic GABA conductance (g GABA-extra ) from 0 through 10 ls/cm 2 .
532 inhibitory synapses, is modulated by the degree of synaptic 533 interconnectivity, presence of synaptic delay and gap junc-534 tional connectivity, as has been demonstrated in earlier studies 535 
(a)-(c).
Representative spike rasters (top panels) show activity in FS-BC networks with 30 synaptic interconnections and 50 gap junctional connections and GABA reversal potential set to À54 mV when activated by a mean somatic current injection of 600 pA with 0.1% heterogeneity, the start time of which was randomly varied between À20 and 50 ms in each cell. Spike rasters in networks simulated with an extrasynaptic GABA conductance of 0 ls/cm 2 (a), 2 ls/cm 2 (b), and 10 ls/cm 2 (c) are illustrated. Corresponding spike-time histograms (bottom panels) show the lack of coherent activity. Insets in bottom panels of (a)-(c) show corresponding frequency power plots. X-axis label in bottom panel applies to both top and bottom panels. (d) and (e). 3D mesh plots show the average FS-BC frequency (D) and global coherence (e) of FS-BC networks with 30 synaptic interconnections and 50 gap junctional connections and GABA reversal potential set to À54 mV. The mean somatic current injection used to activate the network was systematically varied between 300 and 700 pA with 0.1% heterogeneity (somatic I inj ). Plot shows the effect of increasing tonic GABA conductance (g GABA-extra ) from 0 through 10 ls/cm 2 . Inset in (d) compares the global coherence to local coherence in 5% of the network. Legend in (c) applies to (a)-(c).
550 epilepticus), while maintaining GABA reversal potential at 551 values observed in control rats; (2) progressively increasing 552 tonic GABA conductance in the range reflecting tonic GABA 553 current levels in FS-BCs from rats subject to status epilepticus, 554 while maintaining GABA reversal potential at values observed 555 in control rats; (3) setting the GABA reversal potential to val-556 ues observed in rats subject to status epilepticus in the absence 557 of tonic GABA currents; and (4) introducing control values of 558 tonic GABA conductance and systematically increasing tonic 559 GABA conductance in the range comparable to FS-BCs from 560 rats subject to status epilepticus, while simultaneously setting 561 the GABA reversal potential to values observed in rats subject 562 to status epilepticus. Network activity was examined in 563 response to somatic current injections at a range of excitatory 564 Buckmaster, 2009 ). In order to directly compare the intrinsic 580 properties of the model FS-BC to the biological neurons, we 581 obtained physiological recordings from dentate basket cells. 582 As illustrated in Figure 1 , FS-BCs were identified by their 583 morphological features including axon in the granule cell 584 layer, immunoreactivity for parvalbumin ( Fig. 1(a) ), and 585 characteristic high frequency, non-adapting firing pattern 586 (Fig. 1(c) ). We adapted the multi-compartmental basket cell 587 model used in earlier studies (Santhakumar et al., 2005; 588 Dyhrfjeld-Johnsen et al., 2007). The model FS-BC had two 589 apical and 2 basal dendrites each with 4 compartments (Fig.  590 1(b) ). The resting membrane potential of the model FS-BC 591 was set to À75 mV, consistent with that of biological FS-592 BCs (À74.0 6 1.9, n ¼ 10 cells) reported in our recent study 593 . In response to positive current injections, 594 the model FS-BC simulated the high frequency, non-595 adapting firing pattern observed in biological FS-BCs (Figs.  596 1(c) and 1(d)) . Comparison of the model FS-BC firing fre-597 quency in response to increasing positive current injections 598 demonstrated that the firing in response to steady state cur-599 rent injections was similar in the model and biological FS-600 BCs (Fig. 1(e Fig. 2(a) ). entire range resulted in a < 10% change in FS-BC input re-646 sistance ( Fig. 2(b) 
